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  Abstract 

Social diversities and humanities can be observed in the study of different languages. 

This paper has an attempt is to teach the students selected reading texts prescribed 

from straightforward course book (C1) level. The main purpose of doing this search is 

to teach social diversities and humanities to the students via reading texts from 

straightforward course books in the EFL classrooms. This research took four weeks. 

Twenty- eight Fourth-Year (COE) students including fourteen boys and fourteen girls 

from Yangon University of Education were used as the sample in this research. It was 

conducted with project-based learning approach. Self-observation and interviewing in 

groups were used as research tools. Data were collected and analyzed with qualitative 

research method. Due to the findings from the research, language used in fourth year  

selected reading texts can reveal social diversities more than humanities to some ex-

tent because the context in most of the reading texts emphasize the social diversities. 

Nevertheless, language can reflect the social life which is bounded with social diversi-

ties and humanities in alternative ways. So, studying a target language or a foreign 

language is very beneficial not only for learners but also for teachers. In brief, all 

findings will be supportive for further research related to language, social diversities 

and humanities. 
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                         1. INTRODUCTION 

 There is a relation between language and society in which humans live together happily. 

Otherwise, language is the part of a society and it can represent diversities and humanities of 
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all people in this society. Different languages can show diverse societies and humanities. In 

similar way, different literature can show unequal themes and unequal attitudes of social 

diversities. On the other hand, reading and approaching literary texts or reading texts can give 

a chance to the readers to study social diversities and humanities. Besides, general customs 

and manners of people greatly differ in the social diversities.  Social diversities and hu-

manities can determine the caste system, class, religion, occupational patterns in a given 

territory. Studying different language can provide a chance to learn diverse societies and 

humanities. In EFL classrooms, learners can study social diversities and humanities from the 

targeted language which they have to learn in alternative ways such as in listening, speaking, 

reading and writing. 

    In the previous research, “A National Survey of Instructional Strategies Use Teach In-

formation Systems Courses: An Exploratory Investigation” named Mr   jajalaksana from 

University of South  lorida did a research related to social diversities and humanities  based 

on the reading texts to describe humanities, fine arts, social sciences outside the classroom 

by giving reading tasks to the students. The data obtained from this research were collected 

and analyzed with qualitative research method. According to outcomes from this research, 

students did the complete reading assignments. They studied social diversities and hu-

manities to some extent.  

OBJECTIVES 

There are two parts in this section. They are general objective of the study and specific 

objectives of the study. 

General Objective of this Study  

• To investigate social diversities and humanities from selected reading texts prescribed 

from straightforward course book (C1) level through project-based learning approach in the  

EFL classrooms 

Specific Objectives of the Study 

• To teach the students selected reading texts prescribed from straightforward course book 

(C1) level through project-based learning approach in the EFL classrooms 

• To encourage in studying the social diversities and humanities from these texts through 

this approach  

Research Questions 

 How can the students be taught selected reading texts prescribed from straightforward 

course book (C1) level through project-based learning approach in an EFL classroom? 

 How can they study the social diversities and humanities from these  

exits through this approach?  

                              SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This research paper is essential not only for the students but also for the teachers to notice 

social diversities and humanities by studying reading texts prescribed from Straightforward 

course book (C1)  through project-based learning approach in the EFL classrooms. 
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IMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This research paper was concerned with the study of reading texts prescribed from 

straightforward course book (C1) to notice social diversities and humanities in the EFL 

classrooms. This study was done only with twenty- eight Fourth-Year (COE) students in-

cluding fourteen boy students and fourteen girl students from Yangon University of Edu-

cation in Kamaryut Township, Yangon Region. 

PREVIOUS STUDY 

   In the previous research, “A National Survey of Instructional Strategies Use Teach In-

formation Systems Courses: An Exploratory Investigation”  y  enni M   jajalaksan from 

University of South  lorida did a research related to social diversities and humanities  based 

on the reading texts to describe humanities, fine arts, social sciences outside the classroom 

by giving reading tasks to the students. This research took a semester. Fifteen students were 

trained to read the texts for the purpose of investigating social diversities and humanities from 

these reading texts. This study examined the instructional strategies used most frequently in 

the information systems discipline and was inspired  y Shulman’s (2005) concept of sig-

nature pedagogies the unique but pervasive ways of teaching within a discipline or pro-

fession.  

     This study employed a web-based survey of all information systems faculty members in 

the United States listed in the Association of Information Systems membership directory 

(695 valid responses were obtained from 2,835 eligible participants, 24.4% response rate).  

The research used the original questionnaire identifying 52 different instructional strategies 

as the research tools so that a profile of commonly employed teaching practices can be 

identified whether there are identifiable signature pedagogies in the discipline of Information 

Systems (IS) or not. Data were collected and analyzed with the descriptive statistics. Due to 

the findings form the research, actor analysis of the survey items and multiple regression of 

eight independent variables were used to predict frequency of instructional strategy used.  

1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Social Diversity  

According to Wikipedia, it means understanding that each individual is 
unique, and recognizing our individual differences. These can be along the 
dimensions of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, socio-economic 
status, age, physical abilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs, or other ide-
ologies. 

Cultural diversity  

According to Wikipedia, it is the quality of diverse or different cultures, as 
opposed to monoculture; it can be argued that cultural diversity may be vital 
for the long-term survival of humanity; and that the conservation "Cultural 
protection" or "cultural exception" defends the social vision of culture 
against its commercialization  

 In sociology and political studies, diversity is the degree of differences in 
identifying features among the members of a purposefully defined group, 
such as any group differences in racial or ethnic classifications, age, gender, 
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religion, philosophy, physical abilities, socioeconomic background, sexual 
orientation. It means understanding that each individual is unique, and rec-
ognizing our individual differences. These can be along. the dimensions of 
race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, socio-economic status, age, phys-
ical abilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs, or other ideologies. 

Humanities 

According to Wikipedia, the humanities are studies about human culture, 
such as literature, philosophy, and history. The humanities provide general 
knowledge about the best accomplishments of human beings throughout 
history.  

The concept of diversity encompasses acceptance and respect. It means un-
derstanding that each individual is unique, and recognizing our individual 
differences. These can be along the dimensions of race, ethnicity, gender, 
sexual orientation, socio-economic status, age, physical abilities, religious 
beliefs, or other ideologies.  It is the exploration of these differences in a 
safe, positive, and nurturing environment. It is about understanding each 
other and moving beyond simple tolerance to embracing and celebrating the 
rich dimensions of diversity contained within each individual. 

The humanities are academic disciplines that seek to understand, appreciate 
and critique the human conduction in all its depth and range of meaning.  
They, in varied ways, consider the "big questions," both of the contemporary 
and the perennial, and with these understandings and methodologies engage 
civic life, both locally and globally, to address the challenges faced by hu-
manity.    

According to the 1965 National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities 
Act, the term 'humanities' includes, but is not limited to, the study of the fol-
lowing: language, both modern and classical; linguistics; literature; history; 
jurisprudence; philosophy; archaeology; comparative religion; ethics; the 
history, criticism and theory of the arts; those aspects of social sciences 
which have humanistic content and employ humanistic methods; and the 
study and application of the humanities to the human environment with 
particular attention to reflecting our diverse heritage, traditions, and history 
and to the relevance of the humanities to the current conditions of national 
life" (emphasis added), to both the unique and diverse as well as the national 
and shared in common 

  

Project-based learning approach (PBL) 

According to Wikipedia, project-based learning (PBL) is a student-centered 
pedagogy that involves a dynamic classroom approach in which it is believed 
that students acquire a deeper knowledge through active exploration of re-
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al-world challenges and problems. It is a style of active learning and in-
quiry-based learning. 

Thomas Markham (2011) described project-based learning (PBL) thus: "PBL 
integrates knowing and doing. Students learn knowledge and elements of 
the core curriculum, but also apply what they know to solve authentic prob-
lems and produce results that matter. PBL students take advantage of digital 
tools to produce high quality, collaborative products. PBL refocuses educa-
tion on the student, not the curriculum—a shift mandated by the global 
world, which rewards intangible assets such as drive, passion, creativity, 
empathy, and resiliency. These cannot be taught out of a textbook, but must 
be activated through experience. 

James G. Greeno (2006) associated project-based learning with the "situated 
learning" perspective and with the constructivist theories of Jean Piaget. 
Blumenfeld et al. elaborate on the processes of PBL: "Project-based learning 
is a comprehensive perspective focused on teaching by engaging students in 
investigation. Within this framework, students pursue solutions to nontrivial 
problems by asking and refining questions, debating ideas, making predic-
tions, designing plans and/or experiments, collecting and analyzing data, 
drawing conclusions, communicating their ideas and findings to others, ask-
ing new questions, and creating artifacts.  

The basis of PBL lies in the authenticity or real-life application of the re-
search. Students working as a team are given a "driving question" to respond 
to or answer, then directed to create an artifact (or artifacts) to present their 
gained knowledge. Artifacts may include a variety of media such as writings, 
art, drawings, three-dimensional representations, videos, photography, or 
technology-based presentations. 

In Peer Evaluation in Blended Team Project-Based Learning: What Do Stu-
dents Find Important?, Hye-Jung & Cheolil (2012) described "social loafing" 
as a negative aspect of collaborative learning. Social loafing may include in-
sufficient performances by some team members as well as a lowering of ex-
pected standards of performance by the group as a whole to maintain con-
geniality amongst members. These authors said that teachers tend to grade 
the finished product only, the social dynamics of the assignment may escape 
the teacher's notice 

Roles of Instructors or Teachers 

In Project Based Learning, instructor’s role is a facilitator. He or she does not 
relinquish the control of the classroom or student learning but rather de-
velop an atmosphere of shared responsibility. The instructor must structure 
the proposed question/issue so as to direct the student's learning toward 
content-based materials. The instructor must regulate student success with 
intermittent, transitional goals to ensure student projects remain focused 
and students have a deep understanding of the concepts being investigated.  
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Roles of Students 

The students are held accountable to these goals through ongoing feedback 
and assessments. The ongoing assessment and feedback are essential to en-
sure the student stays within the scope of the driving question and the core 
standards the project is trying to unpack.  

According to Andrew Miller of the Buck Institute of Education, formative as-
sessments are used in order to be transparent to parents and students, you 
need to be able to track and monitor ongoing formative assessments, that 
show work toward that standard. The instructor uses these assessments to 
guide the inquiry process and ensure the students have learned the required 
content.  

The role of the students is to ask questions, build knowledge, and determine 
a real-world solution to the issue/question presented. Students must col-
laborate expanding their active listening skills and requiring them to engage 
in intelligent focused communication. Therefore, the students are allowed to 
think rationally how to solve problems. PBL forces students to take owner-
ship of their success. 

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

            In this section, there are three parts. They are as follows: 

            Sample 

To do this research, twenty-eight students were randomly chosen as 
the sample or participants. There were fourteen boy students and 
fourteen girl students. They were students who were attending the 
Fourth Year (COE) class from Yangon University of Education. They 
were at the ages between 15 and 20 having different fundamental 
language competency and proficiency.  

            Instrumentation 

             To do this research, as research tools, interviewing and reading cata-
logues were used. 

             Procedure 

            In this research, there are altogether four steps. They are as follows: 

            (i)Planning and designing 

To do this research, eight reading texts were selected to train the 
students who were grouped into four. Each group had seven students 
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having both males and females. The research took four weeks. It was 
conducted through project- based learning approach (PBL). Accord-
ing to project- based learning approach (PBL), the students were 
given the respective projects group by group. In first two weeks, se-
lected four groups were provided with four reading texts to investi-
gate social diversities and humanities as well as given feedback to 
them. In second two weeks, selected four groups were provided with 
next four reading texts to investigate social diversities and humani-
ties as well as given feedback to them again. After that, the teacher 
discussed with all facts and data related with social diversities and 
humanities from all eight reading texts they were assigned to read 
and prescribed from straightforward course book (C1) level. Then, all 
data were collected and analyzed with qualitative research method. 

Sample Reading (Catalogue/ Record) 

No Group. No Name of 
Reading 
Texts 

Findings-(Social 
Diversities and 
Humanities) 

R
e
m
a
r
k
s 

(Most/Least) 

1 A Celebrity 
heroes 

social diversities Most 

2 B Why are 
humans 
good? 

social diversities/ 
humanities 

Most 

3 C A Good Job social diversities Most 

4 D Growing 
Up 

humanities Most 

                          

                         Sample Questions for interviewing  
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1. What is the main idea of the reading text that you are now read-
ing? 

2. What do you get from the reading text that you are now reading? 

3. What are the supporting ideas you get from the reading text now 
you are reading? 

4. Are there any facts defined social diversities and humanities? 
What are they? 

5. How will you mention what they are? 

6. Do you have anything to say about social diversities and humani-
ties besides the reading text that you are now reading? 

7. How do you feel when you read these reading texts?  

(ii) Giving four reading texts to the students to investigate social di-
versities and humanities and giving feedback to them  

In the first two weeks, students from four groups were asked to carry 
out the reading projects for four reading texts prescribed from 
straightforward course book (C1). Each group had four students and 
first, they were given the instruction to read four texts related to so-
cial diversities and humanities according to their respective groups. 
Then, they were asked to list the facts what they have read in reading 
record under the subtitles including the main idea of the text, sup-
porting ideas of the text to extract social diversities and humanities by 
sharing and discussing within the relevant groups. After that, they 
were given the questions to interview for observing social diversities 
and humanities. Then, they were given feedback on the marks and 
data that they obtain from interviewing and listing in reading cata-
logues. 

(iii) Giving four reading texts to the students to investigate social di-
versities and humanities and giving feedback to them  

In the second two weeks, students from four groups were asked to 
carry out the reading projects for four reading texts prescribed from 
straightforward course book (C1). Each group had four students and 
first, they were given the instruction to read next four texts related to 
social diversities and humanities according to their respective groups. 
Then, they were asked to list the facts what they have read in reading 
monthly report under the subtitles including the main idea of the text, 
subordinating ideas of the text to extract social diversities and hu-
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manities by sharing and discussing within the relevant groups. After 
that, they were given the questions to interview for observing social 
diversities and humanities. Then they were given the feedback on the 
marks and results obtained from interviewing and listing in reading 
catalogues. After that, the teacher discussed with the students con-
cerned all marks and data obtained from interviewing and listing in 
reading catalogues on the last day of observation period.  

(iv)Collecting and analyzing data  

In this section, all marks and data from interviewing and listing in 
reading catalogues were collected and analyzed with qualitative 
method. After analyzing, it was found that most of the reading texts, 
approximately 75% of them show diverse societies and humanities. 
But the rest of them, about 25% mention only diverse societies. In de-
tail, six of the reading texts conveyed both social diversities but also 
humanities. Only two reading texts were included with social diversi-
ties.  

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on collecting and analyzing data obtained through project-based learning approach, 

language used in selected reading texts can reveal different culture of the people. Besides, 

different diversities in society can be studied from selected eight reading texts. And also, 

due to the language which is the part of the society, the choice of words for action and 

emotion from selected reading texts can point out social diversities and humanities. 

Moreover, language from these texts can reflect the social life which is bounded with so-

cial diversities and humanities in alternative ways.  

It can be shown that studying a target language or a foreign language is very beneficial 

not only for learners but also for teachers because all of them can observe and learn di-

verse societies and humanities in the language used in the selected reading texts. In brief, 

all outcomes from this research will be supportive for further research related to lan-

guage, social diversities and humanities. 

4. CONCLUSION 
It is true that there is a connection between language and society because different 

languages show different diversities and humanities. Otherwise, reading texts or ap-

proaching the literary texts can represent diversities and humanities in the society. 

Different diversities as well as humanities provide a means for communication among 

and between individuals and groups. On the other hand, reading and or reading texts 

can give chance to the readers to study social diversities and humanities. The general 

customs and manners of people greatly differ in the social diversities. Social divers i-

ties and humanities can determine the caste system, class, religion, occupational pat-

terns in a given territory. Because of above benefits, the research paper attempted to 

teach the students selected reading texts prescribed from straightforward course book 

(C1) level to investigate social diversities and humanities through project-based 

learning approach in the EFL classrooms. This research took four weeks. As the tar-

geted population and sample, twenty- eight Fourth-Year (COE) students including 

fourteen boys and fourteen girls from Yangon University of Education were involved 
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in this research. This research was conducted through analytical approach by making 

observation and interviewing in groups as research tools. Data were collected and an-

alyzed with qualitative research method. The outcomes from this research show that 

language used in selected reading texts can reveal more social diversities than hu-

manities, comparing to the aspects of humanities to some extent. In brief, all out-

comes from this research will be supportive for further research related to language, 

social diversities and humanities. 
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